Abstract-This article addresses the hybrid control method for wheeled mobile robot in constrained environment. Wheeled mobile robots, which are characterized by nonholonomic constraints, are particularly difficult to control since environment constraints should be taken into account sometimes. Traditional control methods, which are based on precise models of environment, may lead to great challenges in determining suitable control laws to steer wheeled mobile robots. To enhance autonomy of wheeled mobile robots, hybrid system frameworks which consider simultaneously the control and decision-making issues are required. In this paper, the wheeled mobile robot which operates in a constrained environment is modeled as a 3-layered hybrid architecture: finite state machine for the decision-making process, wheeled mobile robot system for the continuous state plant, while the interface as the interaction between the continuous dynamics and the decision-making process. It is obvious that this hybrid architecture is particularly useful in describing the interactions between discrete and continuous components that exist simultaneously in robotic systems. Simulation results show that the proposed method is effective for the control of wheeled mobile robots.
control design method. In [3] and [4] , nonlinear control method and dynamic feedback linearization method were selected respectively to solve the posture stabilization problem. For a detailed overview of the control of nonholonomic systems, refer to the reference [5] . It should be noticed that controllers mentioned above were designed based on a precise model of the dynamics of the system and its environments. In spite of their elegance and importance, these results are established on the basis of structural requirements that capture only a minority of interesting and realistic situations. Before applying them, we must check whether the system fits in a certain special cases. Furthermore, most control design tools are local, attempting to design a feedback law which will steer a mobile robot through a moderately sized structure quickly leads to an intractable problem [6] .
In order to endow mobile robots with the ability to function in constrained environments, robotic systems are typically associated with a hierarchical structure. Virtually all control systems today issue continuous-variable controls and perform decision-making functions that determine the mode the continuous-time system is operating under at any given moment. This kind of systems is known as hybrid control systems [7] , [8] , [9] . Generally, the addition of decision-making capability to the control system greatly increase its flexibility; many individual controllers can be designed for different plant operating points and they can be switched as needed as the operating point changes. Usually, a hybrid dynamic system consists of a discrete event system interacting with a continuous-time system. The discrete event system is a decision maker or controller and operates at an abstract level. The continuous-time system is the actual plant executing the decisions of the discrete event system. For our purpose, the continuous-time system will be the wheeled mobile robot. By contrast, the discrete event system will be a high-level, abstract decision-maker which issues commands to the continuous-time system.
Recently several attempts have been made to utilize hybrid control theory in wheeled mobile robots. In [10] , a hybrid framework was proposed to model and analysis a class of mobile manipulator system where a real-time continuous-state plant is supervised by a discrete-event controller. Motion control problem of wheeled mobile robots with nonholonomic constraints was addressed based on the hybrid control method in [11] . A new integrated approach to the global control problem of the locomotion of nonholonomic robot was developed. In [12] , two hybrid control schemes for nonholonomic mobile robots were derived. The control schemes were shown to be practically stabilizing, and are also easy to implement in hardware. This paper considers the wheeled mobile robot operating in constrained environment as a hybrid dynamical system where a given task is executed as a sequence of closed-loop continuous plant behaviors. That is, the decision-maker selects a continuous-state controller respectively in response to prescribed plant events. The selected plant behavior is kept active for a certain time until a prescribed plant event occurs.
The outline of this article is as follows. In section II, we present a mathematical model and certain definitions of the hybrid framework. Section III provides a hybrid control design algorithm which is illustrated through a mobile robot example performing a posture stabilization task in a constrained environment. Section IV presents the simulation results on the proposed method. Conclusions are summarized in section V.
II. HYBRID CONTROL SYSTEM MODEL
The motivation for introducing the hybrid system framework is the need to consider simultaneously the continuous and discrete dynamics. This system paradigm is particularly useful in modeling applications where high-level decision making is used to supervise continuous control behavior. A typical hybrid control system can be arranged in three parts as shown in Fig. 1 . The plant representing continuous-time system is usually described by means of differential equations. The discrete event system represents the decision-maker and description tools at this part are finite state machines, petri net, etc. Since the plant and the discrete event system utilize a different type of signal, an interface is required which can convert continuous-time signals to sequences of events and vice versa. This section discusses the models we use for each of these three parts, as well as the way they interact. 
A. Plant
The plant is modeled as a time-invariant, continuous-time system, generally denoted as a quintule , , , , 
B. Controller
The discrete event controller is generally modeled as a deterministic automaton , , , ,
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Q is the state transition function, and :
C is the output function. The operation of the controller can be described by equations 
A particular problem in the design of a hybrid control system is the selection of the function D , which partitions the state-space of the plant into various regions. A discrete event controller input symbol is generated only when the plant state first enters one of these regions. Since this partition is used to generate the discrete event controller input symbols, it must be chosen to provide sufficient information to the controller.
III. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE HYBRID CONTROL FRAMEWORK ON WHEELED MOBILE ROBOT
This section goes into details about the modeling and control of wheeled mobile robot operating in a constrained environment based on the hybrid control framework. Problem formulation will be introduced firstly, then the implementation of the hybrid control framework on the control of wheeled mobile robot will be addressed in detail.
A. Problem Formulation
The problem is to control the wheeled mobile robot with two control input, linear velocity of the rear wheels and the steering angle, to move to the desired posture with consideration of environment constraint. Suppose that the robot is constrained to move in a circle with radius r and will be controlled to move from any initial posture to the origin while its attitude angle should be E in the end. The working environment is illustrated in Fig. 2 . 
B. Continuous-State Plant
We are interested in the motion control of two-rear-drive wheel vehicle as described in Fig. 3 . It has two driving wheels on an axis that passes through the vehicle geometric center, they are powered by DC motors. The operation of the wheeled mobile robot can be described by following equations cos sin tan .
The above equations satisfie the nonholonomic constraint. x and y represent the position of the robot, T is the orientation of the robot with respect to the x axis, I and v denote the steering angle and linear velocity respectively, l is the wheel base. There are two control inputs, I and v , however there are three state variables, x , y and T .
C. Discrete Event Controller Design
The discrete event controller is a decision-maker which supervises the operation of the wheeled mobile robot. It can be modeled as a deterministic automaton. We consider the task that the wheeled mobile robot should move to the final posture from any initial posture. According to experience, the task can be arranged into two steps, firstly the wheeled mobile robot will be controlled to be stabilized on the given line, then it will be driven to move to the origin along the given line though going forward or backward. As a result, the discrete event controller state set is given by ^1 2 3 , , , Qwhere 1 q represents the state in which the mobile robot is controlled to move in forward direction while T converges to E , 2 q denotes the state in which the mobile robot is controlled to move in backward direction while T converges to E , 3 q represents the state in which the mobile robot is controlled to move to the origin along the line with obliquity E . Events play an essential role in selecting particular control actions. For the purpose of wheeled mobile robot control, triggering events set can be defined as follows 
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x y e , 1 e defines the condition that the wheeled mobile robot has arrived at the boundary of the workspace, 2 e represents the condition that the wheeled mobile robot is on the given line while its orientation is E . The output set of the discrete event controller is defined as follows
c , 2 c and 3 c denote three control actions which will be selected according to the triggering events.
The operation of the discrete event controller is illustrated in Fig. 4 . The dynamics of the discrete event controller can be described as follows
.
It should be noticed that the discrete event controller does not generate output continuously since the triggering events are generated only when the state of the robot enters a particular region of the workspace.
D. Interface Design
The discrete event controller and the continuous plant can not communicate directly in a hybrid control system since they each utilize a different type of signal. Thus an interface is required which can convert continuous-time signals to sequences of events and vice versa. Interface design is the most challenging part of a hybrid control system since it straddles both the continuous and the discrete world. A good interface design is very important, as it determines to a large extent what one can prove about the combined system.
The memoryless map of D is defined as follows
As a result, when the wheeled mobile robot moves outside the boundary, event 1 e will be generated, and when the robot is located on the given line and the orientation is E , 2 e will be generated. The interface provides three inputs for the continuous plant corresponding to the output of the discrete event controller as follows 
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have put forward a hybrid control framework to model and analysis a class of intelligent control systems where the continuous-time plant is supervised by a discrete event controller. The structure of the continuous-time plant changes in response to a new control action. The research work and experiments in this paper have demonstrated the power of the hybrid dynamic framework for modeling and control of complex systems. The task of steering the wheeled mobile robot between two locations is accomplished using a hybrid control method that transmits discrete symbol commands rather than continuous actuator signals. Unlike traditional methods, interactions between robot and the environment in which it operates can be described completely. 
